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INTRODUCTION 
The group of orthogonal matrices K = SO(n) acts by conjugation on the 
vector space p of all n x II symmetric matrices, and the spectral theorem 
implies that every orbit intersects the subspace a c p of the diagonal 
matrices. In fact, every orbit K . X is orthogonal to a under the invariant 
inner product (X, Y) = Tr(XY) and the intersection is the orbit of the 
permutation group on n letters W = S, which permutes the eigenvalues of X. 
If we let 
at = {diag(A, ,..., A,) ] 1, > 1, ,..., >A,} 
then p = K . h+ is the polar decomposition of p. 
More generally, if G/K is a Riemannian symmetric space of the 
noncompact type the Lie algebra of G decomposes g = t 0 p (t =L.A.(K)). 
The tangent space at eK is identified with p on which then K acts, and we 
get a polar decomposition of p, where a c p is a maximal abelian subalgebra 
and W is the Weyl group. In Fourier analysis on G/K one naturally 
encounters the following question: Is every fE Cm(a)W, Weyl group 
invariant function, extendable toyE C?@J)~, K invariant smooth function on 
p (or replace C”O with C”, or Schwartz space)? Classical theorem of 
Chevalley answers this for polynomials (Helgason [5, p. 4301). Since 
invariant theory tells us (Glaeser [4], Schwarz [lo], Mather [9]) that every 
fE Ca(a)W can be written as 
f(x) = g(odx) *** utw, g E CYW, (*I 
where u, ... u, generate the W-invariant polynomials, the smooth extension 
problem is settled. However, (*) is false if we replace C” by Cm. 
In Section 1 we give a direct, elementary proof of the C”O extension, the 
corollary of which (Corollary 1.4) is an analytic proof of Chevalley’s 
theorem. (The needed weak elliptic regularity result, Proposition 1.2, is 
described to make this part of the paper self contained.) The same proof 
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gives also the extension of Schwartz and Holder continuous functions 
(Corollary 1.5). If Tc U/K is maximal torus in a compact symmetric space, 
the same techniques give the extension offE C”(qw to YE P(U/K)‘. 
In Section 2 we give a simple proof of (*) for the action of the Weyl 
group on a. In the example described at the beginning, that means that every 
smooth f(x, ,..., x,) symmetric in x, ,..., X, is a C” function of the basic 
symmetric functions (cf. Glaeser [4]). On the torus in the l-connected U/K 
the corresponding result is that fe C”(T)‘j’ is a smooth function of 
I = dim T trigonometric polynomials (Theorem 2.3). 
1 
Let g be a real semi-simple Lie algebra of the noncompact type and let 
g = t @ p be its Cartan decomposition. Let K be the adjoint group of t. Let 
a c p be a maximal abelian subspace and g = go @ CazO,root g” its root 
decomposition w/r to a. Choose a Weyl chamber a+ c a and let Z (resp. 
Z”) denote the collection of all (resp. positive) roots. Set m, = dim g”. The 
adjoint action of K on p preserves the inner product given by the Killing 
form, and every K-orbit meets a orthogonally in an orbit of the Weyl group 
W. This finite group of linear automorphisms of a is generated by reflections 
through the hyperplanes a = 0, a E ,Z +. If M c K is the centralizer of a in K 
then the map (kM, H) -+ Ad(k)H maps K/A4 x a+ diffeomorphically onto an 
open and dense subset p, of p. For the above facts about the structure of g 
see Helgason [5, Chap. VI]. 
IffE C:(p) is a smooth function of compact support we can integrate it 
in polar coordinates: Letting 6(H) = n,,,+ a(H)“a we have [5, p. 3801: 
i, f(x) dx = I, + j.,, t-W(k) H) J(H) dk dH, (1) 
where dx and dH are Euclidean measure on p and a resp., and dk is an 
invariant measure on K/M, all suitably normalized. 
Next we shall calculate how the flat Euclidean Laplacian L, on p acts on 
smooth K-invariant functions. For such fE C”“(p)“, denote by f its 
restriction to a +. Expressing L, in polar coordinates, it is clear that for 
fE C”O(PY 
Lpf = rad(L,)f; 
where rad(L,) is a differential operator on a+, called the radial part of L,. 
We have 
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PROPOSITION 1.1 (Helgason [ 71). 
rad(L,) = L, + y=L,,+ c sgrada, 
ac’T+ Q 
where L, is the Laplacian on a, and grad = gradient as a dflerential 
operator. 
Proof (Sketch). L, = L, + derivatives in directions orthogonal to a. Since 
at HE a+ the orbit of K is orthogonal to a it is easy to see that rad(L,) = 
L, + 1st order diff. operator. Since L, is self adjoint it follows from (1) that 
rad(L,) is self adjoint w/r to the measure 6(H) dH. On the other hand so is 
the operator (l/6) L, o @, and the second order parts of both operators 
are the same. Because there is no first order self adjoint real differential 
operator we must have 
‘L, o fi- rad(L,) = 
fi 
multiplication by a function. 
This function is (l/fl) L,(g), as rad(L,) must annihilate constants. Finally 
we have: 
&LOO fi-iLp(fi=L,i- 
2 grad fi 
VQ lb 
= L, + 2 grad(log fi), 
from which the proposition follows. 
We shall also need regularity theorems for the flat Laplacian. For the C” 
Chevalley theorem the following weak statement (whose proof is included for 
convenience, cf. Introduction) is sufficient. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If f is a distribution such that L$= g E C”(p) [is k- 
times d#zrentiable] then f E Ck “(p). 
Proof. Fix x E p and pick a cp E C;(p) q~ = 1 near x. 
Let F be the convolution of rpg with the Newtonian kernel, 
F(x) =Lj . dv)g(Y) dy _ w, -- 
2-n Ix-yin-* 2-n 
2 ( n = dim p and w, is the area of the unit sphere in p. Now F E Ck+’ since 
we can differentiate pg k-times under the integral sign and the Newtonian 
kernel once, its first partials being locally integrable. Since the kernel is the 
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fundamental solution for L, we have L,(F) = ylg and therefore near x F -fis 
harmonic, and therefore Cm. 
We now prove the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 1.3. The restriction to a is an isomorphism between Pi 
and Cco(a)W. 
Proof: By making it constant along the orbits of K every fE Ca(a)W - 
may be extended to a function $ on p. Since the map a: p -+ a+ which is 
defined by x = Ad(k) a(x) (3k E K) is continuous, so isf In fact it is true [6, 
Proposition 2.41 that the distance d(Ad(K)x, Ad(K)z) = d(a(x), a(z)) for 
x, z E p. 
Now let Tf be the distribution on p defined by integration against j: We 
show that 
L&l = ~rzy?$ (2) 
for then (2) implies the theorem as follows: First we observe that 
rad(L,)fE Cco(a)w, where we extend rad(L,) to all of a in the obvious 
fashion as a W-invariant differential operator with singularities along the 
“walls” a = 0, a E ,?Y+ . Since f is invariant under the reflection through 
a = 0 grad a(f) vanishes when a = 0, and therefore (I/a) grad a(f) E C”, 
and so by Proposition 1.1 rad(L,)fE C”(a)@‘. Now (2) implies that 
L&.7) = rm in the weak sense. Iterating (2) we have L:(f) = 
rwf, and since the right-hand side is continuous, Proposition 1.2 gives 
by induction fE Cm+‘(p)K m E Z +, proving the theorem. To prove (2), let 
(p E C?(P)~. Then 
L,(Tf)kd =j. f”(xW,(d(x) dx v 
= 
J 
. f(H) rad(L,) Q(H) 6(H) dH, by (1) (3) 
(I+ 
= o+&(@)d dH + jl+Sgrad S(@) dH, I 
by Proposition 1.1. 
Next we integrate by parts the first integral on the right. 
I a+.&@)~ dH= -j gradfWP) dH + j fa(grad 4% s) du(H), Cl+ all+ 
where tf is the normal to the boundary aa+. Ignoring the “corners” of the 
boundary which have measure zero, we see that on the wall a = 0 
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(grad p, q) = 0, since Q, E Coo(a)@’ is an even function across this hyperplane. 
Using gradfs(@) =fgrad S(@) + 6 gradf(@) we have 
L,(T$[(p] = -j gradf(p)6 dH = -1 grad &f)S dH. (4) 
Switching f; and @ in (3) and going through the subsequent integration by 
parts, we end up in (4) the same right-hand side. Therefore, 
which proves (2), and the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.4 (Chevalley’s theorem). Every W-invariant polynomial P 
on a can be extended to Ad(K) invariant polynomial P” on p. 
Proof: The above theorem gives that the extension P” along the orbits is 
C”). We may assume that P, and therefore p are homogeneous. But a C” 
homogeneous function must be a polynomial. 
COROLLARY 1.5. (i) Every Schwartz function f E Y(a)” extends to 
3E ,i"(P)". 
(ii) Every function of the Hlilder class g E C”‘@(LI)~ extends to 
g E cypy 0 < a < 1. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to verify that rad(L,): 9(a)W + 9’(a)W, and 
therefore lim,,, em q(x) L73= 0, Vf E Y(a)W, m E Z + and q(x) a K- 
invariant polynomial. This is enough to ensure that $E Y(p)“. 
(ii) For g E CoV”(a)W 0 < a < 1 we recall the fact [6, Proposition 2.41 
that the distance between K-orbits is the distance between their intersections 
with a. It is easy to verify that rad(L,): Cm*a(a)w + Cm-zV”(a)W. Thus if 
fEC 2J*“O<a<l,j>,1wehave 
L/p?= rad(L$f E C”*n(p)K. 
Using the sharp regularity theorem for the Laplacian (see [ 11) we 
conclude that 3E C2J,4(p)K. The remaining Holder spaces C*‘+ 1*a 0 < a < 1 
are interpolation spaces for the analytic method of interpolation (Calderon 
[3, Sect. 141; averaging over K or W does not destroy this property). 
Therefore the extension map is also bounded from C*‘+ l*a(a)W + C2j+1*o(p)K 
and the corollary is established. 
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Remark. Part (i) of the above is also obtained in [6, Proposition 2.31, 
and follows as was pointed to us by M. Taylor, from Mather’s theorem [9] 
by a simple argument. 
We now turn to the compact symmetric spaces. If g = t + p is a Lie 
algebra of non-compact type the set u = t + ip in the complexilication gc of g 
is a real Lie algebra of the compact type. We let p* = ip and a, = ia. The 
root space decomposition described at the beginning of this section carries 
over, the roots now being purely imaginary on a*. If M = U/K is a 
symmetric space associated with (u, t) then exp a, c U/K is a torus T and 
exp induces a covering 0 --f A(M) -+ a, -+exp T -+ 0, where A(M) is a lattice in 
a,. Let T, (the singular set) be T, = {x E T 1 dim Kx not maximal}. Then the 
so called diagram D(U, K) = exp-’ T, = {HE a, 1 n,,,+ sin ia = 0). 
For the structure of compact symmetric spaces see Helgason [5] and Loos 
PI. 
Set A, = {HE a, 1 sin ia = 0 Va E Z+ }. This lattice considered as a 
group of translations is clearly the largest lattice that preserves the diagram, 
consequently A(M) CA, (if M is the adjoint space of (u, t)A(M) =A 1). 
Now if H c A 1 then exp H is fixed by K, (the identity component of K), and 
therefore the Weyl group acts on a,, considered as the tangent space to T at 
exp H, by reflections through the hyperplanes of the diagram containing H. 
The group r, generated by such reflections VH E ,4 1 is called the affme Weyl 
group. The translations in r, also form a lattice -A,, and since Z-, preserves 
A(M) we must have A, c/i(M). (In fact /i(M)/& = x1(M).) We now let 
I’(M), r, be the groups generated by W and A(M), A, resp., so 
l-,,cI-(M)cl-,. 
Next we let P, be a component of a* - D(U, K) E a$. Since r, . P, = a;, 
and therefore T(M) . P, = a$, we have that the map (k, H) + k exp H from 
K x P, is onto an open dense subset of M. If fE Ca(M)K we have 
[5, P. 3831 
jMf(rn) dm = jb,f o w(H) 6(H) dH, 
where dm is U-invariant and dH Euclidean measures properly normalized 
and 6(H) = In,,,+ sin m= ia(H)I. Let L, be the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
on M. In the same manner as in Proposition 1. One proves 17, 
Theorem 2.111 that 
grad 6 
rad(L,) = L,* + 7 =L,* ++ c 
m, grad(sin ia) 
sin ia * (5) sex 
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LEMMA 1.6. rad(L,) is rI invariant and maps 
C”(a*)r(M) + C”(a*)r(M! 
Proof. If H, E A i and CL E Z a(iH,) E Zz and therefore: 
grad sin ia(H + Hi) = grad sin ia 
sin ia(H + H,) sin ia 
VHE a,, (6) 
proving the first claim. IffE P(a*) r(M), then f is even across the walls of 
the diagram (r,, c T(M)), and therefore grad(sin ia) = 0 whenever 
sin ia = 0, proving rad(L,) P’(Q)~(~) + C”. Since r(M) c r, , rad(L,) 
preserves T(M) invariance and the demonstration is complete. 
Using Lemma 1.6 and regularity of elliptic operators with variable coef- 
ficients (see, e.g., [ 11) one can now mimic the proof of Theorem 1.3 to 
obtain: 
THEOREM 1.7. Every fE C”(T)w z Cco(tQr(“‘) can be extended to a 
function fE C”O(ikQK. 
2 
Our goal in this section is to show that every fE Cm(a)w (notation of 
Section 1) is a C’O function of the W-invariant polynomials. Let T be a 
maximal torus in a l-connected compact Lie group U. Let t be the Lie 
algebra of T and t * be fi times its real dual. Then T = t/te, where t, = 
{HE t ] exp H = e} is the unit lattice. Now we let A = {A E t* ] A(t,) c 2niZ} 
be the lattice of weights, and by a classical theorem [8, p. 381 A is generated 
by the fundamental weights Izi defined by: 
i,j= 1, 2 ,..., l=dim t, 
where {a, ,..., a,} forms a basis for the root system of U, and ( , ) is the 
inner product induced by the Killing form. eAcH), A E A then generate P( TJ 
the set of all trigonometric polynomials on T, considered here as &-invariant 
trig. polynomials on t. For the W-invariants we have: 
THEOREM 2.1 [2, p. 1881. The elements q, ,..., q, E P(T)w defined by qi = 
c SEW esai are algebraically independent and generate P(T) w. 
If --& is in the W-orbit of Ak then qk = qi (conjugate). By taking real or 
imaginary parts of q1 we may extract a real valued generating set rl ,..., r,. 
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Trigonometric polynomial p is said to be r-skew invariant if p(sH) = 
e(s)p(H), where E(S) = det(s), s E Tr We t,. 
If P= LEA asa is an invariant or skew invariant trigonometric 
polynomial, we let the support of p = {A E A + 1 a, # 0}, where /1’ = 
{AELI I*A=Cn,A, ni > O}. Set A + + = {A E A IA= 2 niAi ni > 0). Let 
PEA++ be p=JJf=i Izi = f CaeT+ a. We shall need the following well- 
known lemma [2, p. 1851. 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) Let 6 = n,,,+ sin i(a/2). Then 6 is skew invariant 
trigonometric polynomial also equal to 6 = CseW E(S) eSp, and divides any 
skew invariant function on T. 
(b) If p is a skew invariant trigonometric polynomial then 
supppc/i++. 
Since this lemma is crucial to us we sketch its proof: If A E A + -A ++, 
then 3a E Z+ such that (a, A) = 0. The reflection through a = 0, s, E W 
then fixes A and therefore, 
T E(S) es’ = C e(s) essd = - C e(s) eSa = 0, 
zw SEW SEW 
proving (b). Now 6 = naPI+ sin i(a/2) = ep n,,,+(l -e-=) is a skew 
invariant trigonometric polynomial, whose support can only include 1 of the 
form A = 2 niAi n, < 1. By part (b) therefore 6 = C,, w E(S) esp. Since every 
r-skew invariant function f on t must vanish on hyperplanes a(H) E 2niZ, 
f/SEC". 
The set of regular elements t,= {HE t 16(H) # 0) consist of open 
polygons which are permuted simply transitively by IY If P, is one of them 
then p,, is the fundamental domain for the action of IY Let @: t + R’ be 
defined by G(H) = (r,(H) ... r,(H)). Set Q = @(PO). 
THEOREM 2.3. Composition with @ is an isomorphism between C~@) 
and Cm(QW. 
Proo$ Let J be the determinant of the differential d@ of @. Let dH be 
the I-form giving the Euclidean volume element on t. We have 
dr, A ... Adr,=JdH. (7) 
Now dH is skew invariant under r, and therefore so is J, as the left-hand 
side of (7) is invariant. The trigonometric polynomials rl ,..., r, are 
algebraically independent, and so J f 0. It is clear from the definition of 
rI ,..., rl that if A E supp J then A= Cf=i n,il, ni< 1. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.2 J is a multiple of 6. Since J # 0 on P0 and r, ,..., r, separate W- 
orbits, @ is a C” ’ dtffeomorphism from P, + Q and a continuous 
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homeomorphism from P0 to 0. If x I ,..., x, are coordinates on I?’ then the 
vector-field d@-‘@/ax,) on t is P-invariant and (inverting d@ by the deter- 
minant method) of the form X/J where X is a vectorfield with trigonometric 
polynomial coefftcients on E. Since J is P-skew, so must X be. If now 
SE Ca,(t)r then Xf is C”O and skew, therefore by Lemma 2.2 divisible by J. 
This shows that 
-$--(f0 G-l)=70 a-’ EC(Q) or f 0 @-I E C’(Q). 
J 
By induction f o @-’ E Cm@). 
Let S(t) be the algebra of polynomials on t. Expand each trigonometric 
polynomial ri, i = 1, 2 ,..., I, into its Taylor series about the origin ri = 
Cz=Op/“, where pr is homogenous of degree m. Now each pzY is W 
invariant, and from (7) it is clear that 3m, ,..., m, E Z + such that 
dp;“lAdp,m2Adpr”‘=c c # 0, 
as naez+ a divides any W-skew invariantyE C?‘(t). 
Remark. If p, ,..., p, are the classical symmetric functions, ncrsz+ is just 
the Van der Monde determinant. 
We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. pm’ , ,..., p;“’ are algebraically independent, and generate 
S(t)“. Furthermore p?(H) = C,, w s&(H)“’ and Cf=, m, = number of 
positive roots +I = r + 1. 
Proof. The second statement is obvious from the construction of pi and 
(8). By a theorem of Chevalley [11, p. 1341 S(t)” is generated by an 
algebraically independent set of l-polynomials, say P, ,..., P,. Since 
dP, A ... A dP, = FdH, with F W-skew, n,.,+ a must divide F, and 
therefore 
idegP,.)im,. (9) 
On the other hand (8) implies that py’ are algebraically independent and 
therefore the comparison of degrees (9) shows that they also generate. 
Remark. The degrees m, are known [ 11, p. 1441 but it is not clear how 
to attach them to the correct 1,. Also not all the weights are necessary-in 
many cases one will do. (For a different proof of C’ mi = r + 1 see [ 11, 
p. 1361.) 
Next let !R t + I?’ be defined by Y(H) = (p;“‘(H),...,p,“‘(H)). Let C be the 
positive Weyl chamber in t, and D = Y(C). 
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LEMMA 2.5. Y is a C”O diffeomorphism of C onto D and continuous 
homeomorphism of c onto Li. 
Proof: Since the polynomials separate the W-orbits and c meets every 
such orbit at a single point, YIIT is one to one. 
In view of (8) Y is a C” diffeomorphism of C onto D. To complete the 
proof we show that Y maps closed sets into closed sets. If E c t is closed let 
E,=En{HEtIk- 1 <]H]*<k} k = 1, 2,... . 
Each E, is compact, therefore Y(E,) is closed, and since H + ]H]* is a 
multiple of one of the polynomials defining !P, the sets Y(E,) are locally 
finite, proving Uk Y(E,) is closed. 
Finally we state: 
THEOREM 2.6. Composition with Y is an isomorphism between C*(D) 
and S(t)“. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. By theorem of H. Whitney any f E C“=‘(o) can be extended to a 
C” function on ail of R”. Mather’s theorem [9] implies that this extension 
map can be made linear. 
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